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a b s t r a c t

Erythromelalgia (also termed erythermalgia) is a neuropathic pain syndrome, characterized by severe
burning pain combined with redness in the extremities, triggered by mild warmth. The inherited form
of erythromelalgia (IEM) has recently been linked to mutations in voltage-gated sodium channel
Nav1.7, which is expressed in peripheral nociceptors. Here, we used whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings
in HEK293 cells to characterize the IEM mutation L823R, which introduces an additional positive charge
into the S4 voltage sensor of domain II. The L823R mutation produces a �15 mV hyperpolarizing shift in
the midpoint of activation and also affects the activation slope factor. Closing of the channel from the
open state (deactivation) is slowed, increasing the likelihood of the channel remaining in the open state.
The L823R mutation induces a �10 mV hyperpolarizing shift in fast-inactivation. L823R is the only
naturally-occurring IEM mutation studied thus far to shift fast-inactivation to more negative potentials.
We conclude that introduction of an additional charge into the S4 segment of domain II of Nav1.7 leads
to a pronounced hyperpolarizing shift of activation, a change that is expected to increase nociceptor
excitability despite the hyperpolarizing shift in fast-inactivation, which is unique among the IEM
mutations.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction bined with redness in the affected extremities, triggered by mild
Voltage-gated sodium channel Nav1.7, which is expressed in
peripheral nociceptors, has recently emerged as a major target in
pain research. Loss-of-function mutations of Nav1.7 have been
linked to complete insensitivity to pain [1–3]. Conversely, two se-
vere inherited neuropathic pain syndromes, named erythromelal-
gia (also termed erythermalgia, IEM) and paroxysmal extreme
pain disorder (PEPD) were linked to heterozygous mutations in
Nav1.7 [4,5]. IEM is characterized by severe burning pain com-
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warmth. While two cases have reported favorable therapeutic out-
come using the sodium channel blockers carbamazepine [6], and
mexiletine [7], severe pain can only be alleviated in most patients
by extensive cooling of the affected body parts. All IEM mutations
studied thus far result in a hyperpolarizing shift of activation,
allowing the channel to open at more negative potentials com-
pared to wild-type. The shift in Nav1.7 activation is a strong con-
tributor to nociceptor hyperexcitability in IEM [8–11], with the
apparent increase in excitability linked to the size of the hyperpo-
larization shift [12]. Fast-inactivation, on the other hand, is left
unaltered for most or shifted to more depolarized potentials for
some mutations [6,8,9,13]. This depolarizing shift in inactivation
increases the fraction of available channels and may support
hyperexcitability. Thus far, no naturally-occurring IEM mutation
was reported to shift steady-state fast-inactivation to more hyper-
polarized potentials.

Structurally, sodium channels are comprised of four domains
(DI–DIV), each composed of six transmembrane segments (S1–
S6), with S4 carrying a positively-charged residue at every third
amino acid and segments S1–S4 act as the voltage sensor [14].
Depolarizing voltage steps lead to an outward movement of these
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gating charges, followed by a conformational change inducing the
transient opening of the channel pore and sodium ion flow within
less than a millisecond. Mutations of S4 segments have been linked
to inherited skeletal, cardiac and CNS sodium channelopathies
[15–17], including IEM [18]. In this study, we used whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings to investigate the effects on channel gating
of the IEM mutation L823R [19], which introduces an additional
positive charge into the DII/S4 (Fig. 1). The introduction of a sixth
positively-charged residue to DII/S4 is predicted to make the chan-
nel more sensitive to voltage changes, so that the S4 should re-
spond to a weaker depolarizing stimulus, compared to wild-type
channels.

Materials and methods

Plasmids. The L823R mutation was introduced into hNav1.7R

which carries a TTX-R version of human Nav1.7 cDNA [20] using
QuickChange XL site-directed mutagenesis reagents (Stratagene,
La Jolla, CA). Throughout the manuscript, WT refers to hNav1.7R

and L823R to the mutated hNav1.7R channel construct. Human
embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) were transfected with the mu-
tant channel construct using Lipofectamine 2000 (In Vitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) according to the recommendations of the manufac-
turer. Transfected HEK293 cells, grown under standard culture
conditions (5% CO2, 37 �C) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, were treated with
G418 for several weeks to derive a stable cell line that expresses
the mutant channel.

Electrophysiology. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings [21] of
HEK293 cells stably expressing the sodium channels Nav1.7R, or
L823R derivative were obtained with an EPC-9 amplifier (HEKA
electronics, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany) using fire polished
1–1.5 MX electrodes (World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota,
FL, USA). The pipette solution contained (in mM): 140 CsF, 10 NaCl,
1 EGTA, and 10 HEPES; 302 mosmol (pH 7.4, adjusted with CsOH)
and the extracellular bath contained (in mM): 140 NaCl, 3 KCl, 10
glucose, 10 HEPES, 1 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 0.0003 TTX; 310 mosmol (pH
7.4, adjusted with NaOH). All recordings were conducted at room
Fig. 1. Schematic of a voltage-gated sodium channel showing the location of the
L823R mutation and the aligned sequences for the Nav1 DII/S4 linker. L823 residue
is invariant in the nine members of the Nav1 family of voltage-gated sodium
channels from humans.
temperature (�21 �C). The pipette potential was adjusted to zero
before seal formation, and the voltages were not corrected for
liquid junction potential. Capacity transients were canceled, and
series resistance was compensated by 65–95%. Leakage current
was subtracted digitally online using hyperpolarizing potentials
applied after the test pulse (P/4 procedure). Currents were ac-
quired using Pulse software (HEKA electronics, Lambrecht/Pfalz,
Germany), filtered at 30 kHz for deactivation, and 2.9 kHz for all
other protocols. The sampling rate was 100 kHz, except for inacti-
vation protocols, for which it was set to 50 kHz. For current density
measurements, peak currents were divided by the cell capacitance,
as measured from the automated compensation by the Pulse
software.

Voltage protocols were carried out 4 min after establishing cell
access. Standard current–voltage (I–V) families were obtained
using 40 ms pulses from a holding potential of �120 mV to a range
of potentials (�100 to +60 mV) in 5 mV steps with 5 s at - 120 mV
between pulses. Peak values at each potential were plotted to form
I–V curves. Activation curves were obtained by calculating the con-
ductance G at each voltage V.

G ¼ I
V � V rev

with Vrev being the reversal potential, determined for each cell indi-
vidually. Activation curves were fitted with the Boltzmann distribu-
tion equation:

GNa ¼
GNa;max

1þ e
Vm�V1=2

k

where GNa is the voltage-dependent sodium conductance, GNa,max is
the maximal sodium conductance, which was held at 1, V1/2 is the
potential at which activation is half-maximal, Vm is the membrane
potential, and k is the slope factor.

Protocols for assessing steady-state fast-inactivation consisted
of a series of prepulses (�130 mV to �10 mV) lasting 500 ms from
the holding potential of �120 mV, followed by a 40 ms depolariza-
tion to �10 mV to assess the non-inactivated transient current.
Individual pulse series were separated by 10 s. The normalized
curves were fitted using a Boltzmann distribution equation:

INa

INa;max
¼ 1

1þ e
Vm�V1=2

k

where INa,max is the peak sodium current elicited after the most
hyperpolarized prepulse, Vm is the preconditioning pulse potential,
V1/2 is the half-maximal sodium current, and k is the slope factor.

The rate of deactivation was measured using a short (0.5 ms)
depolarizing pulse to �20 mV followed by a 50 ms repolarizing
pulse to potentials ranging from �100 mV to �50 mV. Decaying
current was then fitted with a single exponential function using
PulseFit software (HEKA electronics).

Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS software (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) performing a Student’s t-test. Results with
p < 0.05 were considered significant. All data are presented as
means ± SEM.
Results

Activation of L823R is shifted in a hyperpolarizing direction

We expressed wild-type and mutant Nav1.7 channels in
HEK293 cells and used the whole-cell patch clamp method to as-
sess the biophysical changes induced by the insertion of an addi-
tional positive charge into the voltage sensor by the IEM
mutation L823R [19]. Both WT and L823R channels produce fast-
gating sodium conductances (Fig. 2A) that opened and inactivated
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within milliseconds when depolarizing potential steps were ap-
plied. Remarkably, L823R channels open at potentials as hyperpo-
larized as �55 mV whereas WT activates at voltages more
depolarized than �40 mV (Fig. 2B). The conduction–voltage rela-
tion revealed a shift of the midpoint of activation (Boltzmann-
Fit) of 14.6 mV, from �20.6 ± 1.8 mV for WT (n = 10) to
�35.2 ± 1.4 mV for L823R (n = 14; Fig. 2B: p < 0.001 in a Student’s
t-test). Additionally, the L823R mutation renders the conduction–
voltage relation less steep, with a slope factor of 11.5 ± 0.4 mV
for L823R, and a slope factor of 8.3 ± 0.3 mV for WT (p < 0.001 in
a Student’s t-test).

Time-to-peak is slower for L823R compared to WT

Voltage-gated sodium channels open within milliseconds in a
voltage-dependent manner. The more positive the applied test
potentials, the faster the pore opens its permeation pathway. A
A B

Fig. 2. Activation of L823R is shifted to more hyperpolarized potentials compared to W
potential of�120 mV to voltages varying from �100 mV to +40 mV (see protocol, top pan
(middle panel) or the IEM mutation L823R (lower panel). (B) Conductance–voltage rela
midpoint for L823R (�35.2 mV ± 1.4 mV, n = 14, open squares) compared to WT (�20.6

A

Fig. 3. Time-to-peak and deactivation is slower for L823R compared to WT. (A) Time-to-
(for L823R, open squares) or �40 mV (for WT, black circles) and +60 mV. L823R displays
show values corrected for shift of activation of L823R. Inset: expanded graph showing
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 in a Student’s t-test. (B) Time constants obtained from
L823R (open squares) deactivates slower at corresponding potentials compared to WT
potentials tested here compared to WT (9.8 mV, Fig. 4A). Correction for this shift reduces
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 in a Student’s t-test. Inset: protocol used to assess deactivation. From
channels. After 0.5 ms cells were re-polarized to potentials ranging from �100 mV to �30
with little influence of fast-inactivation. Representative current trace of a cell expressing
3 kHz and only every second trace is shown. Thick red line, example of a single expone
measure for the speed of channel opening is the time from pulse
onset until the current peaks (time-to-peak). Raw data shows that
the introduction of an additional voltage into the voltage sensor of
DII did not induce a faster opening rate of the channel pore (Fig. 3A),
and in fact the L823R mutant channels appeared to open with
slower kinetics at voltages between �5 mV and +35 mV (see inset
Fig. 3A). This difference is especially significant, given that L823R
channels open at much lower voltages. Correcting for this shift in
activation reveals that the IEM mutant channels open more slowly
over the entire voltage range investigated, and thus as a result of
the shift in activation, the apparent time-to-peak does not differ
more between WT and L823R when measured in whole-cell mode.

Deactivation is slower for L823R compared to WT

After opening of the channel’s pore, closing can occur in two
ways: deactivation, which refers to closing of the activation gate
T. (A) Representative current traces evoked by step depolarizations from a holding
el) in whole-cell patch clamp experiments on HEK293 cells stably expressing Nav1.7
tion showing a �14.6 mV shift to more hyperpolarized potentials of the activation
± 1.8 mV, n = 10, filled squares).

B

peak measured from pulse onset to maximal current at potentials between �55 mV
a large left shift in activation compared to WT (14.6 mV, see Fig. 2). Open triangles
significant differences in time-to-peak at voltages between �5 mV and +35 mV.

a single exponential fit to tail currents evoked by the protocol shown in the inset.
(filled squares). L823R displays a left shift in steady-state fast-inactivation at the
the difference in deactivation time constants between L823R and WT (open circles).

a holding potential of �120 mV cells were stepped to �20 mV in order to activate
mV for 50 ms, thereby evoking tail currents that result from deactivating channels,

WT channels are shown. For clarity, traces in this figure were filtered digitally with
ntial fit to tail current. Scale bars indicate 500 pA and 5 ms.
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from the open state, and fast-inactivation, which occurs when the
channel is inactivated by the block of the cytoplasmic opening of
the pore by the binding of the inactivation particle to its receptor
and blocking further sodium ion flow. In order to measure the time
course of deactivation we used the protocol shown in Fig. 3B, inset.
Channels are activated by a brief depolarization to 0 mV for 0.5 ms,
and before a significant amount of fast-inactivation can occur, cells
are re-polarized to potentials between �100 mV and �50 mV,
evoking tail currents. A single exponential fit of the decaying cur-
rent (red line in Fig. 3B inset) is used to measure the deactivation
time constants (Fig. 3B), showing that they are slower for L823R
at all potentials tested, possibly leading to a longer opening time
of the channel during depolarizations.

Steady-state fast-inactivation of L823R is shifted to hyperpolarized
potentials

In order to assess the voltage-dependence of steady-state fast-
inactivation, we applied 500 ms prepulses to potentials ranging
from �130 mV to �10 mV followed by a test pulse to �10 mV to
determine the fraction of non-inactivated available channels (see
protocol in Fig. 4A). Steady-state fast-inactivation is significantly
shifted to more hyperpolarized potentials by 9.8 mV for L823R,
compared to WT channels, with V1/2 derived from Boltzmann fits
of �76.9 ± 2.4 mV (n = 9) for WT and �86.7 ± 1.7 mV (n = 14;
p < 0.01 in a Student’s t-test) for L823R (Fig. 4A), whereas the slope
factor remained unchanged (6.4 ± 0.2 for WT and 7.7 ± 0.7 for
L823R). L823R is the first IEM mutation to display a left shift in
steady-state fast-inactivation, which would, by itself, render neu-
rons expressing these channels less excitable.

Current decay constants

The current decay occurring during a 40 ms test pulse is charac-
teristic for the inactivation process of the channel protein. We per-
formed a single exponential fit (as indicated in the inset in Fig. 4B)
to current traces evoked at potentials between onset of activation
and +40 mV. Interestingly, at lower potentials L823R inactivates
more quickly than WT, while at more depolarized potentials it is
slower, thereby producing more current than WT and at potentials
between �25 mV and �10 mV no differences between WT and
A

Fig. 4. Steady-state inactivation of L823R is shifted to more hyperpolarized potentials c
L823R mutant channels (open squares, n = 14). Available currents were assessed by a
increasing voltages starting from �130 mV (see inset for protocol). Cells were held at
Inactivation decay time constants were obtained by fitting a single exponential function t
to the indicated voltages. Fits were performed from peak current to at least one third of
squares, L823R. L823R displays a large left shift in activation compared to WT (14.6 mV
than WT (open triangles). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 in a Student’s t-test.
L823R decay time constant could be detected. On the other hand,
if the data are corrected for the shift in activation that is relevant
at the tested potentials (Fig. 4B, open triangles), and values at volt-
ages at which a comparable amount of activation occurs are eval-
uated, L823R inactivates more slowly for the entire voltage range
investigated.

Discussion

The positive amino acids in S4 of voltage-gated ion channels are
thought to act as gating charges that move within the electrical
field, inducing the conformational changes in the pore structure,
thereby opening the channel’s permeation pathway [22]. Introduc-
tion of an additional positive charge is expected to increase the
gating currents and to facilitate the movement of the voltage sen-
sor of that domain, resulting in an opening of the channel at lower
potentials. We show in this study that the introduction of an addi-
tional positive charge into S4 of DII of Nav1.7 by the IEM mutation
L823R leads to a pronounced hyperpolarized shift of activation.
Previously, we have shown that an IEM mutation of a non-charged
amino acid substitution in DI/S4, F214S [18], hyperpolarizes activa-
tion without altering voltage-dependence or kinetics of fast-inacti-
vation [23]. In contrast, we show here that the L823R mutation
shifts inactivation to more hyperpolarized potentials, which has
not been previously described in IEM mutations, and thus retains
the linkage between activation and inactivation of voltage-gated
sodium channels.

Extensive studies of site-directed point mutations have been
performed on voltage-gated sodium channels, and have revealed
that not every charged amino acid has the same role in voltage
sensing and that there are large differences between the S4 seg-
ments of the four domains. One-by-one substitutions of most
charged residues in DI or DII by glutamine or glycine lead to a pro-
nounced decrease in voltage-dependence [24–27]. Charge neutral-
izing substitutions in DIV, on the other hand, have smaller or no
effects, and in DIII some mutations can even increase the channel’s
voltage sensitivity [26,28], stressing the different roles of the four
domains during activation. The L823R in DII increases the voltage
sensitivity of Nav1.7 (midpoint of activation is shifted by
�15 mV to more hyperpolarized potentials), which fits well with
the results of charge neutralization in this particular domain.
B

ompared to WT. (A) Steady-state fast-inactivation of WT (filled squares, n = 9) and
40 ms pulse to �10 mV and plotted versus the applied prepulse potentials with
�120 mV for 10 s between pulses. Straight lines show Boltzmann fit of mean. (B)
o current traces evoked by step depolarizations from a holding potential of �120 mV
test pulse duration (see inset, example trace at �10 mV). Filled squares, WT; open

, Fig. 2). Correction for this shift unveils that L823R has slower inactivation kinetics
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In order to test for the effect of the IEM mutation on the kinetics
of channel opening, we measured the time from pulse onset until
the current peak (time-to-peak) and found that at potentials rele-
vant during the late rising phase/peak of an action potential (be-
tween �5 mV and +35 mV), L823R opens slower than WT,
whereas at the other potentials no significant difference was de-
tected. When comparing voltages with similar channel activation,
i.e. corrected for the shift of activation of L823R, this difference be-
comes even larger (Fig. 3A, open triangles). This is counterintuitive,
as the conduction–voltage relation showed an increased voltage
sensitivity for L823R and this could implement that the channel
opens faster. Perhaps the extra charge in DII/S4, at a different phase
of the amphiphatic a-helical structure of this segment relative to
the other positively-charged residues, retards the movement of
the DII/S4 segment of L823R mutant channel within the membrane
plane.

Studies on the muscle sodium channel Nav1.4 with fluorescent
labeling suggest that the voltage sensor of DIII moves at most
hyperpolarized voltages, followed by DII and DI, whereas motion
of DIV might not be necessary for channel activation [29]. Model-
ing studies support this order of movement also for Nav1.7 [30].
Introduction of an additional charge by the L823R substitution
into DII, which moves at relatively hyperpolarized voltages, might
be more effective than e.g. into DIV, which is predicted to move
last. The additional gating charge might cause DII instead of DIII
to move first. Because this unusual rearrangement within the
channel protein might require more time for activation, pore
opening might therefore take longer and, conservatively, time-
to-peak would be expected to be consequently increased, as
measured.

Deactivation kinetics revealed that L823R channels close
slower than WT, thereby increasing the time of open channels
at the potentials tested and most likely supporting hyperexcit-
ability of nociceptors that express the mutant channel. Closing
of the channel from the open state was measured after activating
the channels with a brief pulse to 0 mV. At this potential, both
WT and L823R channels should be activated to a comparable de-
gree (Fig. 2B) and tail currents evoked after this short pulse
should not be affected by changes in activation. Fast-inactivation
on the other hand does occur to a different extent for WT and
L823R at the potentials tested for tail currents (Fig. 4A). Correc-
tion of the effect of shifted fast-inactivation on deactivation time
constants for L823R (Fig. 3B, open circles) reveals that the differ-
ence between WT and L823R is greatly reduced when comparing
voltages at which a similar degree of channel inactivation occurs.
The results suggest that the conformational changes that lead to
closing of the channel pore are less severely affected by the
L823R mutation, and that only the shift in fast-inactivation in-
duced by the IEM mutation contributes to an apparent slower
deactivation.

Most IEM mutations do not change fast-inactivation; some even
shift its midpoint to more depolarized potentials, thereby increas-
ing the window current and the excitability of an expressing cell
[6,8,9,13]. Here we report for the first time a hyperpolarizing shift
of steady-state fast-inactivation induced by an IEM mutation. The
shift, by 9.8 mV, would reduce a window current and render the
cells less excitable. The hyperpolarizing shift in activation might
reflect coupling of activation and inactivation, with enhanced acti-
vation leading to an enhanced inactivation [31]. Interestingly,
charge neutralizing mutations in DII of Nav1.4 induce a similar
shift in steady-state fast-inactivation as we report here for the
L823R mutation of Nav1.7 [25], suggesting a complex interplay be-
tween charges in S4 of DII and fast-inactivation. As L823R induces
erythromelalgia in patients that are heterozygous for this muta-
tion, we assume that the shift in activation to more hyperpolarized
potentials by �15 mV is sufficient to overcome the predicted
reduction in excitability induced by the �10 mV shift of steady-
state fast-inactivation.

We have characterized the IEM mutation L823R, revealing a
prominent shift of activation to more hyperpolarized potentials,
slower time-to-peak and deactivation time constant and a left shift
in steady-state fast-inactivation. Introduction of a positive charge
into the voltage sensor of DII not only affects activation, but most
probably also the rate of opening of the channel’s pore and its inac-
tivation, whereas the influence on closing of the pore seems rather
small. We speculate that, in addition to rendering the voltage sen-
sor more sensitive by introduction of an additional gating charge,
the L823R mutation may induce wider conformational changes
within the channel protein that might also affect movement of
the S6 or other channel parts.
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